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CYCLING Cuchulainn Cycling Club

The Chequered Cuchulainn take the honours in Newry
Flag

By Stephen

English......

Silverstone impresses as Formula
1 prepares to head for Valencia

SUNDAY saw the recently revamped Silverstone circuit host the
British round of MotoGP. In recent years the owners of
Silverstone, the British Racing Drivers Club, have been embroiled
in a dispute with Formula 1’s ringmaster Bernie Eccelstone and
when the Formula 1 round was awarded to Donnington Park the
BRDC decided that it would put itself forward as a host for
MotoGP after Donnington announced that it could not host both
series.
Silverstone was awarded the MotoGP contract and
immediately stated that it would redevelop the Grand Prix layout
to encourage more exciting racing as well as building a new pit
and paddock complex. Interestingly the facilities at the circuit
was one of Eccelstone’s main objections to keeping the race at
Silverstone, and the BRDC always attested that it could not build
new facilities as long as it had no long term deal in place for
Formula 1.
In December of last year it was announced that Donnington
would not be able to host Formula 1 races due to financial
difficulties and as a result Silverstone was offered a 17 year
contract by Eccelstone. By knowing the means with which the
circuit could realistically host Formula 1 and still maintain
profitability the BRDC managed to join Barcelona as the circuits
that host races with the premier classes of two and four wheeled
competition.

New layout receives universal praise

The new track layout was a resounding success with riders
and teams speaking in awe of the newly reprofiled Abbey Curve
which should be almost flat out in a Formula 1 car. The only
complaints of the riders was that the new circuit was quite
bumpy with former world champion Casey Stoner saying after
the first day of practice that “the new circuit is fantastic, it’s
amazing but unfortunately with these bumps you are worried
about pushing too hard and losing the front on a bump.”
Even with the bumps the vast majority of riders, including
former 125cc world champion Andrea Dovizioso praised the new
layout saying that “The design of the track is so nice,
unfortunately there are a lot of bumps, so it's not 100 per cent
nice, but the bumps are the same for everybody and I like the
characteristics of the track a lot.”
One of the interesting characteristics of the new layout, which
will form the course when Formula 1 visits in July, was that riders
had numerous lines with which to attack the lap. In recent times
MotoGP riders have all been forced to ride the same lines and as
a result on some circuits there have been races where riders
were unable to overtake one another. At Silverstone there were
no such worries and even though the championship leader,
Yamaha’s Jorge Lorenzo, dominated the race the battle for
second showcased just how exciting the new layout is.
The battles at the front in the support races were also red hot
with groups of riders’ nose to tail and charging hard at one
another. Silverstone is now the fastest and longest circuit visited
on the MotoGP calendar and with the exciting racing and positive
feedback provided by riders the BRDC must be very confident
about their upcoming Formula 1 race.
While the Formula 1 paddock would have been earnestly
watching proceedings from Silverstone their attentions are firmly
set on this weekend’s race around the streets of Valencia which
hosts its third Grand Prix.
Championship leader Lewis Hamilton has finished second in
both previous races here but having won in Turkey and Canada,
the 2008 world champion will be confident of a first win on
Spanish soil. Hamilton is sure to face stiff competition though
with Ferrari unveiling a heavily revised car and Fernando Alonso
will be looking for a first win since the season opener in Bahrain.
The former world champion always races well in front of his
home fans and will start as one of the favourites for the victory.
Last season’s race was one of the most processional races in
recent memory with not a single successful overtaking
manoeuvre on the track as Rubens Barrichello won his first race
for Brawn after outpacing Hamilton during his pit stop cycle. This
season the Brazilian will have to be content to battle for a points
finish in his Williams but the competition for the final point
scoring positions will be intense with Red Bull, McLaren, Ferrari
and Mercedes almost certain to monopolise the front of the field.

IT was a monumental weekend
for
Dundalk's
Cuchulainn
Cycling Club.
First up was the Newry Three
Day Stage Race promoted by our
close
neighbours
Newry
Wheelers. Cuchulainn entered a
four man team consisting of
Gerry
McCabe,
Aidan
Cunningham, Alan Grey and
Bryan McCrystal.
Racing started on the Friday
night with a 30 mile stage on the
Warrenpoint
carriage
way.
Despite the fast pace the bunch
stayed together for a sprint finish
and first local man home was
McCrystal in seventh place with
the other team members all
finishing safely in the bunch.
Saturday morning commenced
with laps of the tough Kilkoo
circuit which saw the bunch
cover 52 miles, four laps of the 13
mile circuit. Midway through the
third lap a group of ten riders
managed to escape the bunch
and
Cuchulainn
were
represented by both McCrystal
and McCabe. The lads worked
together to ensure the club took
the honours and sure enough
McCrystal was first home to
claim the win and take the
leaders yellow jersey.
The afternoon was the four
mile time trial from Warrenpoint
into Newry and again that man
McCrystal was unstoppable
winning the time trial and
further increasing his overall
lead. However second to
McCrystal was McCabe, which
meant that in the overall

Picturedaresomeofthechildrenwhotook
partintheLouthCountyCouncil"Cyclingin
the Park" day held on June 20 in St
Helena's Park.

classification Cuchulainn held
the top two spots with only one
stage to go. Not only that, good
rides also by Gray and
Cunningham
meant
that
Cuchulainn was leading the team
classification as well.
On the final stage, a 70 mile
journey around the Mourne
mountains, the club rode
superbly to protect its general
classification men and team
position. Any dangerous moves
by riders looking to steal the
yellow jersey were covered by
the Dundalk men and they
showed exactly why they were
the strongest team in the event.
By the time the race finished
up on Sunday afternoon the
Dundalk club had claimed the
yellow jersey, second overall, top
team and Bryan McCrystal had
also claimed the green jersey for
collecting the most points over
the weekend.
This
was
a
superb
performance by McCrystal,
whom is only in his second

L-R: Cuchulainn Cycling Club's Alan Grey, Gerry McCabe, Aidan
Cunningham and Bryan McCrystal who took part in the Newry Three
Day Stage Race last weekend.
season of open bike racing.
On Friday night Belfast hosted
a round of the Halford's City
Center racing. This series
comprises professional teams
from across England racing on
tight city centre criteriums
circuits.
The series moved to Belfast for
Friday and an Irish team also
competed along with a Leinster,
Ulster and Munster team. Lining
up in the blue and white jersey of
Leinster was Cuchulainn's Colm
Quinn, fresh from his recent
performance
in
the
FBD
Insurance Ras. Once again Quinn
proved that he is fit to mix it with
these high calibre riders and
finished well up the placings.
The success actually kicked off
for the club on Thursday night
where at the Leinster Time Trial

Championships the club claimed
three provincial medals.
In the A4 category it was a one
two for the club with Owen
Martin taking the gold ahead of
Peter Tomany. While in the
under sixteen event Jordan
Flood claimed the bronze.
Finally the weekend was
rounded off by Dundalk's next
generation of cyclists in Saint
Helena's Park. Dundalk Town
Council organised a Cycling day
in the Park and over 60 children
were introduced to the sport.
The young riders got a chance to
undergo a skills course, some
racing and finally a trip out on
the roads to use Dundalk's bike
paths.
The future definitely is looking
bright for Cuchulainn Cycling
Club!

TUG OF WAR Dundalk Rugby Club

Dundalk Rugby Club’s victorious Tug Of War team at the Dundalk Show

The Dundalk Rugby Club Tug Of War winning team at the Dundalk Show in Kilkerley of Johnny Gray, Kev Barry,
Paul Meegan, Eilish Mulholland, Paddy Sheehy and Stephen McGee. RIGHT: Dundalk Rugby Club's 2nd string
Tug of War team in action. Pictured are Eilish Mulholland, Johnny Gray, Chris Robin, David McGee and Paddy
Sheehy.
MID SUMMER MADNESS: Midsummer Night Madness in the Rugby Club takes place this Saturday from 10pm.
All drinks p3. Meanwhile Tag rugby is starting this Thursday in the club at 7pm and anyone interested is
welcome, both boys and girls.

